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100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Terms‧Privacy‧AdChoices‧RSS‧HelpAbout Answers‧Community Guidelines‧Leaderboard‧Knowledge Partners‧Points &amp; LevelsReveal‧ 02-22-2012, 2:18 Place: Portland, OR 4,276 comments, read 6,835,935 times
Reputation: 2922 OK I'll be very annoyed if someone asks: How does it work? I know people mean well, but most of these people do jobs they really like and seem to talk about. I work for an insurance company. It's a very boring job. Nothing to brag about, no funny otr good stories to tell.
Anyway, he'll pay the bills. So I think my question is if you either hate the job or are bored with it, and if someone asks: What job?, what do you say to them without sounding rude, negative or depressed, or giving TMI? 02-22-2012, 02:25 16,384 posts, read 19,292,136 times Reputation:
14278 Say this: This is going well. How's your job going? 02-22-2012, 02:25 831 posts, read 2,536,124 times Reputation: 723 Same here. My job is meaningless, the whole dead end shit job. I feel like a loser, thank God no one asks me about my job, or I'd be even angrier. 02-22-2012,
2:59 PM 17,804 posts, read 22,197,639 times Reputation: 36125 Quote: Originally Posted by sware2cod Says this: It's going well. How's your job going? ^^^^^ this. Put it back on them. Most people today don't know how to talk. All they can talk about is their work. 02-22-2012, 03:17 2326
posts, read 2,459,056 times Reputation: 1763 just tell them a 10 minute story about the clerk work you did one day that shows them not to ask you again. 02-22-2012, 3:37 Am Location: Brooklyn, NY 11,189 posts, read 14,201,802 times Reputation: 17418 I just give a quick run.. What my
week or day was like. I don't mind that question at all. Why would I do that? 02-22-2012, 4:43 a.m. Location: Palm Beach Gardens, Fla. 1888 posts, read 7,372,148 times Reputation: 1,540 Person: So how's work? You: Meh, it could be better. He pays the bills, you know. How's the job
going? Person Great, I just got a raise, a corner office and a brand new company car! Are you: Are you the admissions? Can you say a few good words for me? Lol. See, problem solved. 02-22-2012, 4:57 Place: Southern California has 3,115 posts, read 7,587,587 times Reputation: 3677
They're just asking as a way to get you talking about how you are. So if you don't want to talk about work, just tell me the job's okay, but you know what? I just joined a softball team, and I'm really looking forward to it. If someone asks you a specific question about your work that is different,
but if it's just a general How does that work? 02-22-2012, 05:12 PM 3,279 posts, read 7,006,011 times Reputation: 8308 I reply to this work. 5:21 15,478 posts, read 21,135,130 times Reputation: 22347 I know you didn't ask for this - but why is your job so boring and what you're doing to
change change Forty-three years ago, I got a job that encodes oil-based grades. It's a boring job. The truck drivers describe the initial tank level (before you drain any oil from the tank) and the closing tank level. My job was to extract the closing number from the beginning and type that
number into a form. All day. 40 hours a week. But I made the job as interesting as I could. I've read about how oil wells work, and everything else I've found in the oilfield industry. In those days there were no desktop computers or laptops and reading up meant going to the library. I taught
myself so much about the oilfield business that I was soon able to get into office accounting - still boring but better paying and a chance to learn something else. I stayed in the office late at night, and with my boss's permission, I read the files on legal issues and other oil-related matters.
Shortly thereafter, I moved to the legal field as a district order analyst, where I spent 42 wonderful years (several companies). This job is suitable for my talent and needs it perfectly (not to mention how big the salary is) and I'm actually saying I was almost sad to retire last year. But if I were
the type to just sit on that running ticket coding job and complain about how boring my job is, Maybe I would have spent the next 42 years doing that. Please register, post and access all the features of our very popular forum. It's free and fast. More than $68,000 in prizes have already been
issued for active posters on the board. More giveaways are planned. Detailed information about all U.S. cities, counties, and zip codes on our site: City-data.com. Page 2 02-22-2012, 6:32 15,472 posts, read 27,650,164 times Reputation: 25985 This is not the most interesting thing about
me. My work should at least be interesting for people who don't work third shifts with psychotic people. I glaze over when someone in a more boring environment wants to entertain their stories. Hey, I've been home for at least two weeks with whiplash because some crazy woman threw
herself at me, how's your office job going? I can't stand the speech at work. My friend, who makes international health and environmental films, doesn't want to talk about work. And that's not the most interesting thing about it. Actually, I've been thinking a lot lately about _____ (spend ded-in
on something you're thinking about. Hey, it's a life. Read any good books these days? As my dear father said, that's why it's called work. If it was fun, they'd call it fun. Maybe people are just asking you to ask for me back, and they can start bragging about something. He had a co-worker
who, while divorsing, was hitting up on dating websites (for the first time in his life). He used to say, So, what's your love life like? I said it's pretty much the same since you last asked. (I wanted to ask him so he could say all the wonderful around he does- it was gross). I think about most
things a lot more than I think about that. that way. I'm enjoying my current back injury as I can't go to work. When I worked as a tech writer (two of the longest years of my life) I'd numb my boredom and depression for lunch. If someone wanted to talk and asked, So, what are you working
on? I can barely remember if it was the MC-3200 on the Sun platform or the 6400 or whatever and I don't know what the hell it did or why I should care, except I was being paid. I hated being asked that question. 02-23-2012, 06:33 AM 25,953 posts, read 27,975,007 times Reputation: 26770
Finally, if you're looking for a long-term relationship or marriage everything should come out anyway. People are naturally curious, and just thank your lucky star for sitting there with a woman who wasn't just talking about herself. They simply say it's boring to talk and give him a quick
overview of some of the tasks you do, or one day in life, even a funny story. If I was with a guy who shuts up when a question like that comes up, I wonder what they're hiding. It's a true story. My best friend met this guy through a match-raiser. I went out to dinner with them, and when I
asked him what he did for a living, he kicked me in the tibia under the table. We went back to his house and I had to use the bathroom and in the handkerchief of the toilet tank there was a huge bag of pills of different colors... He was a drug dealer. I was angry because if you wanted to put
your head in the sand, don't drag me down with you, if the police came, I would have ended up in jail. I'm going to give him two extra points for stupidity, which he didn't have some work to discuss as a cover. 02-23-2012, 05:10 150 comments, read 2,518,794 times Reputation: 3,577 see the
How is work? question as another way to say: How are you? It's just a polite, small-talk kind of question, and no one wants to know the real answer either! I think the only appropriate answer (both) is Fine, and you?. 02-23-2012, 08:05 Location: East Seattle since 1992, originally sf Bay Area
33,136 posts, read 60,179,694 times Reputation: 36635 Quote: Originally written by Yellowbelle I see in How It Works? question as another way of saying: How are you? It's just a polite, small-talk kind of question, and no one wants to know the real answer either! I think the only appropriate
answer (both) is Fine, and you?. I agree, I really don't want to know how to work more than people really want to hear about sinus congestion when they ask how it is. It's just an accepted polite greeting. Worse than that, when you introduce someone to a party and run out of things to say
and ask what to do.. You feel obligated to say something interesting to continue the conversation. In your case you could say: I'm in the insurance business, what about you?, and quickly talk about their work and don't ask anything further in fear, you can try to sell them insurance. 02-23-
2012, PM Place: where people are either too stupid to let or too stuck to move 3,025,831 times Fame: 3660 hate to be too, but that's because I'm unemployed.. I bet if I wanted to say yes, that's what I do! And wonderful, but in the words of Tyler Durden, you're not your job. You don't have
that kind of money in the bank. You're not the car you drive. You're not the contents of your wallet... 04-16-2016, 10:34 1 comment, read 711 times Reputation: 11 Boring Job? I work at Amazon's warehouse; picking customers items, 10 hour shifts, walking 12 miles per day. Honestly, I was
at this company because of the benefits and the school program exception. When people ask: How's work? I'm just telling them it's really good. Thanks. They don't really care if I'm miserable. You don't need to know exactly. If you don't feel satisfied with your work, try your best to improve
yourself and finding something you're really passionate about. I suggest you read: Where will you be away in 5 years? Thank you for reading it. 04-17-2016, 08:42 Location: In a vehicle. 5706 comments, read 3,842,036 times Reputation: 9545 Quote: Originally Posted by raubre OK I get
very annoyed when someone asks: How is work? I know people mean well, but most of these people do jobs they really like and seem to talk about. I work for an insurance company. It's a very boring job. Nothing to brag about, no funny otr good stories to tell. Anyway, he'll pay the bills. So I
think my question is if you either hate the job or are bored with it, and if someone asks: What job?, what do you say to them without sounding rude, negative or depressed, or giving TMI? Marty drank more than usual. Dave got busted for smuggling last month, we may never see him again.
Paula won the Best HR Stripper Award last month and is now going to the finals. Linda's 17-year-old daughter just gave birth to twins, and half the office is getting nervous, waiting for the shipment of meth to arrive. Other than that, it's ok 04-17-2016, 11:52 AM Location: NYC 9,852 posts,
read 6,451,720 times Reputation: 11630 You have to keep PC if someone asks you that question since you don't know their intentions. I had a co-worker ask me that question, how did I feel at work/ how long am I going to stay on etx. Fortunately, I responded in a PC way. Later, I figured
out how he was going to talk to the boss about everyone. If someone asks you how? just keep pc. Never talk negatively about work to anyone who works there. If you need ventilation do it here or talk out with a family member or close friend. 04-17-2016, 12:21 Pm Location: Tennessee
28,316 posts, read 21,228,906 times Reputation: 34727 It's just small talk. What I do at work, most people won't understand on the street, and they don't care. Please register, post and access all the features of our very popular forum. This is free and More than $68,000 in prizes have been
issued to active posters for posters Forum. More giveaways are planned. Detailed information about all U.S. cities, counties, and zip codes on our site: City-data.com. City-data.com.
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